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Busy Voters, Agenda Control, 
and the Power of Information

What would you do?



Model Features

• Monopoly Agenda Control
– Two players: a voter and a setter.
– One-dimension, linear spatial utilities with ideal points

• Incompletely Informed Voters
– The setter’s ideal point is drawn from the cdf F, with 

density f.
• Communication Opportunities
• Sequential equilibrium concept



The Setter

• X∈[0, 1] – the setter’s ideal point
• s(X) – the setter’s strategy 

– K∈ℜ, the cost of entry
– s1(X) entry decision
– s2(X) content decision



The Voter & Endorser

• The voter observes M(s, X).
– M1(s1) – they observe whether the setter 

contests the election
– M2(s2) – an endorsement. Its quality varies 

across game types. In this paper, it is 
exogenous.

Voters always vote as if they are pivotal.
I assume that they adopt a weakly dominated strategy.



Premise Comparison



Game Types

• Control case: no endorsement
• Costly entry: no endorsement
• Credible endorsement
• Learn the setter’s ideal point



Preliminary Results



Control Case Equilibrium



Preliminary Result



Prior BeliefsPrior Beliefs



The Effect of Costly EffortThe Effect of Costly Effort



Centrist Voters

• Have utility functions so close to the status quo, 
that the even the closest feasible alternative is 
farther from their ideal points
– Ti∉[SQ-ε/2, SQ+ε/2]



CE Equilibrium



CE Equilibrium



Empirical Reinforcement



Endorsement Updating



Learning the Setter’s Ideal Point Makes the 
Endorsement Irrelevant in Equilibrium



Result Comparison





Key Unresolved Question

What if credibility is endogenous?



Crawford and Sobel Intuition

• If S and R have common interests, then the 
speaker has an incentive to reveal what he knows 
and the receiver should believe what she hears. 

• If what is good for a speaker is bad for a receiver, 
and vice versa, then high are the opportunity costs 
of speaking (as compared to saying nothing) or 
following a speaker’s advice (as opposed to 
ignoring it). 
– In this case, the speaker has an incentive to reveal 

nothing and the receiver has an incentive to ignore 
everything.



a rationale for restrictive arrangements

Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987)
Sequence

• A legislature can choose an open rule or a closed rule.

• A committee chooses to specialize or not. Specialization 
means paying to learn Nature’s type.

• The committee reports a bill.

• The floor chooses a policy under the rule they chose 
initially.



One way to model uncertainty





conclusions

Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987)
• A closed rule is beneficial to the floor median because it 

allows her to control outcomes. 

– But it deters persons with preferences different from her own from 
contributing to the collective effort (e.g., providing information).

• An open rule can be beneficial to the floor median when 
the informational gains outweigh the distributional losses.

• When is the floor median better off relinquishing some 
control?
– For moderate committees, it prefers the restrictive procedure.
– For more extreme committees, it depends on specialization costs.
– For very extreme committee, it prefers the restrictive procedure.



Gilligan and Krehbiel (1990)
• M. How is Congressional organization maintained?

• NH. Congressional organization is non-rational or 
distribution-motivated.

• P. Congress has minimal control over members and faces 
complex problems. Institutions are endogenous. 

• C. Informational efficiency explains congressional 
organization.



One way to model uncertainty







Gilligan and Krehbiel
Conclusions

• As uncertainty grows, committee extremity falls.
• As expertise costs rise, so do optimal transfers.
• For extreme committees, the net benefit from specialization are zero.



Gilligan and Krehbiel
Conclusions



Gilligan and Krehbiel
Conclusions

• In this view, when uncertainty is high the parent 
chamber replicates itself in each committee to the 
extent possible. When uncertainty is low, it has 
less to lose and more to gain by delegating to 
people unlike themselves.

• Legislative majorities defined on the single 
dimension are assumed to be the ultimate source 
of committee power.



Shepsle and Muthoo (2003)
• M. Do staggered terms affect Senate dynamics?

• NH. Individual-level variations in time before election do 
not affect Senate bargains. 

• P.
– The Senate contains an “old” player and a “young” player.
– Each period, they play an ultimatum game.
– ∃ a “what have you done for me lately” heuristic.

• C. Under broad conditions, most agenda setting power is 
allocated to the old player.



Shepsle/Muthoo



ShepsleMuthoo



WHYDFML



The Solution

Corollary 2. In case i, the old player still gets more power.



Shepsle, Dickson and 
VanHouwelling (2003)

• M. What are the implications of staggered terms?

• NH. Individual-level variations in time before election do 
not affect Senate bargains. 

• P
– The Senate contains an “old” player and a “young” player.
– Each period, they play a “divide-the-dollar” game.
– ∃ a “what have you done for me lately” heuristic.

• C. Under broad – but different -- conditions, most agenda 
setting power is allocated to the old player.



Baron-Ferejohn format

With common knowledge and symmetric information, the first proposal is accepted in 
equilibrium.



WHYDFML

There are now three generations of legislators in the game.



Initial Conclusions



Ultimate Conclusions


